Geomedia Attributes for Perspective Visualization of Relief for Historical Non-Cartometric Water-Colored Topographic Maps
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Abstract: The selection of appropriative geomedia attributes for constructing natural and suggestive perspective visualizations of historical non-cartometric manuscript topographic works is investigated, to enable an intuitive perception of relief landforms. The main objective of the study is to demonstrate geomedia parameters for representing the third dimension in topographic watercolor maps from the eighteenth century, using cartographic rules and geoinformation operations for transforming graphic means of expression. The following methods were used: the choice of representative map fragments with specific painterly means of expression; the analysis of main relief forms on historical and modern maps; the rectification; vectorization of contour lines, and the transformation to a GRID model; the use of parameter variations: elevation rise, azimuth and altitude, contrast of illumination; and the creation of the final bird’s-eye-view visualization, with appropriate parameters. It is found that the parameters for the visualization of the non-cartometric water-colored topographic image on a 3D model can be selected in turn. However, what matters is maintaining their complementarity. The proposed parameters for the three maps work well for creating the general static bird’s-eye-view visualization, with the natural and suggestive perception of the landscapes’ relief.
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1. Introduction

By definition, a map has no perspective, because the observer is located above all parts of the geographic image at the same time [1]. However, for centuries, techniques of adapting perspective-related parameters for cartographic representations of the terrain are associated with the use of geometrical principles and painting techniques [2]. Contour lines have represented relief on topographic maps since the early nineteenth century, i.e., since the first rigorous national triangulation and levelling surveys based on an agreed datum, typically sea level [3]. The arranging of contour lines shows mainly the measurable height of features, whereas supplementary shading helps one notice the plasticity of landform relief [4]. The representation of the third dimension in the context of the topographic content on the map has been an object of research on measurability, imageability, and the esthetics of cartographic images for a long time [5].

At the beginning of professional topography in the eighteenth century, monarchs would order their military engineers to work out multi-sheet topographic works for military and/or administrative purposes [6]. The field survey of that time included reconnaissance by eye, acute observation, and correct distance evaluation and sketching, both in rough sketchbooks and using the plane table [7]. Such secret maps were usually created for the ruler as manuscript works that used water-based media and, as such, few copies were made [8]. At that time, no other technique offered map makers the opportunity to
reflect landscape so realistically. This artistic painterly manner, which employed sophisticated graphical means of expression, with harmonious colors and imitation of natural features, is highly predisposed to transformations from the 2D cartographic image to the 3D perspective visualization [6].

The significance of historical topographic maps as a unique window into the state of topography in the eighteenth century is proven by dedicated geportals and multimedia websites [9,10]. Sheets are subject to georeferencing to current spatial systems, in which the transparency function allows one to manipulate the view of several overlapping maps from different historical periods [11,12]. Unfortunately, such geometric georeferencing to calibration points distorts the graphics of a historical map and, as a consequence, causes the deformation of the means of graphical expression created in such artistic water-based media.

Most eighteenth-century topographic maps are non-cartometric, because they betray highly irregular distortion within single sheets [6]. A non-cartometric map means that the values of angles and distances measured on that map are approximate values to the real azimuths and real distances derived from the map scale. This is why in catalogs and cartobibliographies, the scale figures relating to the eighteenth-century topographic maps are often preceded by the word ‘ca’ (circa).

Therefore, the issue of the appropriate transformation of such artistic graphics from maps to the third dimension in relation to creating perspective images for areas of the landscape, will be discussed in this study. Such panoramas, with highly individualized images of mountains and valleys, have been created by manipulating parameters and painting and drawing effects [13,14].

On the other hand, to be able to use historical maps more widely, it is important to prepare digital terrain TINs (triangulated irregular networks) and GRID models that make it possible to select measurable and visual parameters in 3D in cartographic-geoinformation applications [15,16]. The creation of realistic visualizations from such models to help explain landscape processes [17], or create a real-time interactive visualization [18], has become the focus for research. The freedom to render topographic images on screen allows more than appropriately shaded slopes [19].

The minimization of the interference of the original graphic elements on the historical map, and allowing one to interpret relationships between relief and topographic objects correctly, remains a great challenge [20]. Hence, the focus of this study is related to a complementary selection of geomedia attributes for constructing the most beneficial 3D visualization from manuscript topographic maps for the simple intuitive perception of relief landforms and a good interpretation of their mutual relations, while maintaining a high level of esthetics.

2. Aims and Questions

The main objective of the study was to demonstrate geomedia parameters for representing the third dimension on non-cartometric topographic water-colored maps, using cartographic rules and geoinformation operations for transforming the graphic means of expression. To meet this objective, the following questions were raised:

- Which cartographic rules are advantageous, and which of them limit the opportunity to create 3D views from topographic maps in the painterly watercolor style?
- Which measurable parameters can be applied to extract visual suggestiveness of relief and landforms via a graphic means of expression in water-color?
- How can one achieve naturalness in terms of color adequacy of a specific existing landscape?
- What are the separate and complementarity issues of using measurable parameters and the manual modelling of bird-eye perspective in the construction of a 3D visualization?
3. Materials and Methods

The fundamental methods of research were: the visual analysis of cartographic content; the classification and selection of cartographic material; the comparison of the representations of relief forms on historical and modern topographic maps; the selection of parameters in geoinformation software; the employment of cartographic design rules; the adaptation of the graphical means of expression in water-based media to promote the suggestiveness of relief-form representation.

To meet the objective and answer the questions raised, the stages of research were:

- Formulation of the concept of the research process (Section 3.1);
- The choice of representative non-cartometric sheets/map fragments that demonstrate specific painterly means of expression: cartographic materials (Section 3.2, Figures 1 and 2);
- Comparative analysis of main relief forms on historical and modern maps, map rectification, and vectorization of contour lines (Section 3.3, Figures 3 and 4);
- Transformation to GRID model and parameter variations: vertical exaggeration (vertical scaling factor) and illumination features (Section 3.4, Figures 5–7);
- Creation of the final effect: 3D visualization using the favorable parameters to achieve a suggestive and close natural landscape of the terrain (Section 4, Figures 8 and 9).

3.1. Conception

The following points were included in the concept of the research:

- **Cartographic material**: representative topographic works from the eighteenth century with painterly graphic means of expression in water-based media;
- **Digital interference in cartographic image**: rasterized image, no map georeferenced to the coordinate system, transformation to GRID adjusted to graphical means of expression in water-based media;
- **Cartographic rules**: plasticity of the relief, shape of contour lines, excessive ‘meandering’ of rivers, vertical-scale exaggeration, bird’s-eye view;
- **Measurable geoinformational parameters**: elevation rise (vertical scale exaggeration); illumination: azimuth–altitude contrast;
- **Artistic and esthetic context**: maintaining high expression of the painterly style, landscape naturalness of colors, painterly perspective in the artistic image, rendering and perspective changes;
- **Technology**: rasterized images, raster graphics (Photoshop), manual vectorization: modelling of line arches, Bézier curves, GRID model, variants of parameters (ESRI ArcMap and ArcScene 10.6.1.9270, Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc. (ESRI), Redlands, California, USA);
- **The expected effect**: visualization of high suggestiveness of plasticity (imageability) representation from non-cartometric topographical maps with painterly style, recommendations for favorable arrangement of the perception point and image plane, bird’s-eye view.

3.2. Cartographic Materials

Figure 1 presents three map fragments selected from manuscript topographic works made in watercolor for European monarchs from the eighteenth century. The map of Sicily [21] is distinguished by a depiction of woodland in graduated varieties of green and a perfectly toned grey to render the relief forms (Figure 1A). The map of Scotland (Figure 1B) [22] and map of Susa (Figure 1C) [23], despite the richness of the pigments, seem considerably toned and muted. On these three maps, the landscape effect was achieved by employing subtle painterly techniques, predominantly watercolor and washes. Taking a look at originals directly on-site in cartographic archives was indispensable in order to
select representative sheets of topographic maps with a favorable layout of the main relief forms.

A painterly means of expression, with blots of color and brushstrokes, prevails in Roy and Sandby’s maps of Scotland (Figure 2B) [24] and in Avico and Carelli’s map of the Susa Valley (Figure 2C) [25]. These maps seem considerably artistic, in contrast to other maps from the eighteenth century, with more drawing (linear) means of graphical expression [6]. The three-dimensionality of landforms was rendered most realistically in these maps, due to the use of painterly means of graphical expression. Figure 2 shows the sophisticated painterly means of expression, with harmonious colors and imitation of natural features: stippling, spotting or blotting in grey (relief grading; brush; Indian ink and wash); and blotting, banding with multi-color and multi-shade spotting (landform hatching, land-relief shading on woods or on fields; varying use of landform; brush; Indian ink, bistre, and wash) [26].

3.3. Comparative Analysis of Main Relief Forms, Rectification, and Vectorization of Contour Lines

The first step of the analysis of the main relief landforms was to compare the location of mountain peaks, and the course of mountain chains and rivers on historical and modern maps. Figure 3 presents two maps of the middle part of Sicily (Figure 3A,B) with the location of four peaks, three towns, and the main rivers, to allow researchers to establish the total direction of the fall of the land and the volume of the main relief forms. Irregular distortions of the topographic objects’ location on the old map at the scale ca. 1:80,000 do not facilitate the evaluation of the main directions of the fall of the land, even when compared with the drawing of contour lines on the modern topographic map at the scale 1:100,000. The next step was to prepare for the vectorization of contour lines through the registration of the cartographic image in the geoinformation workspace. In line with the concept, a layer with a raster image without georeferences was registered with the modern spatial coordinate system.

A routine transformation to the coordinate system was performed, to check the degree of distortion of the graphical means of expression in the ESRI ArcMap 10.6.1 software (Figure 3C). The UTM 33 North coordinate system according to the UTM grid was specified for the modern topographic map. The next step was the rectification of the historical map according to common points on both maps. Seventeen points were identified, and a 3rd order polynomial transformation was used. The total RMS (root-mean-square) error was 522.342 m. Figure 3C shows a very irregular distortion of the graphics of the old map. In the case of these studies, the most important thing is to clearly indicate the distortion of the painterly style of the original map (Figure 3E) in the image, after rectification to the modern coordinate system (Figure 3D).

The next step was to prepare for the vectorization of contour lines through the registration of the cartographic image in the geoinformation workspace. A layer with the raster image without georeferences to the modern spatial coordinate system was registered (Figure 4B). Then, the vectorization for nine contour lines with agreed-upon altitude values took place, starting with the lowest value, 105, in the bed of the main valley (Figure 4A,D). The vectorization of contour lines was based on the polyline geometrical shapefiles with the use of Bézier curves in a freehand mode. Figure 4C in the bottom right corner shows a manual way of drawing contour lines by means of Bézier curves, which makes it possible to model smooth curves. The isochromatic map in the left part of Figure 4 presents the system of contour lines according to cartographic rules, whereas in the right part it shows the adjustment to a painterly means of expression on the map from the eighteenth century. All of these actions were performed using the ESRI ArcMap 10.6.1 software.
Figure 1. Map fragments with reduction from the originals by approximately 70%: (A): Nova et accurata Siciliae Regionum, Schmettau sche Karte von Sizilien (1722), ca. 1:80,000; Vienna, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek; Schmettau: Sizilien, ÖNB/KAR: AB141, E19.585-D: 12; (B): Military Survey of Scotland—Highlands, ca. 1:36,000; 1747–1752. London, British Library. K.Top: Maps. CC.5a441/16-3f BL; (C): Valle di Susa: CARTA TOPOGRAFICA in misura, delle Valli di Cezana, e Bardoneche..., (1764), ca. 1:19,000; Turin, Archivio di Stato; Cartella 7, Susa.
Figure 2. The painterly graphical means of expression in map details from Figure 1. (A): map of Sicily, (B): map of Scotland, and (C): map of Susa.

Figure 3. Comparative analysis of main relief forms on map of Sicily, comparing the location of mountain peaks, the course of mountain chains and the rivers (with the location of four peaks, three towns, and main rivers) on the map of Sicily, ca.1:80,000, 1722 (B), and topographic map of Italy, sheet: Bronte, 1955, UTM, 1:100,000 (A): irregular distortion of old map frame (C): distortion of the center of the graphic expression of the valley/ridge south of Pizza Mountain (D): original painting style before rectification (E).
Figure 4. Vectorization of contour lines on the map of Sicily: (A): isochromatic map after vectorization; (B): contour lines on the layer with raster image; (C): manual way of drawing contour lines via Bézier curves; (D): nine contour lines with contrasting color.

Figure 5. Four values for vertical scaling factor (elevation rise): 2, 4, 6, and 10.
3.4. Transformation to GRID Model and Versioning Parameters

The contours were then used to interpolate a DRID Digital Terrain Model. The cells of the GRID have been calculated for 5-m sides and the height values in adjacent points have clearly been averaged. This was carried out in the ESRI ArcMap 10.6.1 software using the Topo-to-Raster tool which is based on the ANUDEM program [27]. The DTM output was transferred into ESRI ArcScene 10.6.1 software, which enables 3D representation. Modifying the height scale can be done by using elevation values in the raster layer and changing the view settings of the main viewer, (e.g., changing view field and roll angle).

To achieve a compromise between the distortions of the cartographic image and the suggestiveness of the land-relief visualizations, the variation in parameters were tested. Four values for the vertical scaling factor (elevation rise) show results according to the vertical exaggeration rule on the maps of smaller scales (Figure 5). As far as the area in Sicily is concerned, vertical scaling factors of 2–4 seem the most appropriate, and values of 6–10 should be rejected [28,29].

Setting the azimuth and the altitude of illumination parameters is a simple activity, because a cartographic rule says that azimuth NW = 315° and altitude 45° are favorable for intuitive interpretation [29,30]. A juxtaposition of two opposite azimuths of illumination in Figure 6 confirms that rule, as with azimuth SE = 135°, which is more natural for Europe. Rivers seem to be located on mountain ridges, whereas mountain ridges seem to be located in valleys.

![Figure 6](image_url) Juxtaposition of two opposite azimuths of illumination (Map of Sicily: (A): SE = 135° and (B): NW = 315°.)
Figure 7. Three contrast values (Map of Sicily): (A): 20, (B): 40, and (C): 100.

Figure 8. Natural landscape colors: high similarity of the map of Sicily (A) and the map of Scotland (B), (compare the photographs with Figure 1 and Figure 9).
Figure 9. Final bird’s-eye view with the following values adopted: vertical scaling = 4, contrast 40%; illumination: azimuth 315° = NW, altitude 45°, slightly inclined towards the viewer (to the right) by approximately 20°; (A): from a detail of the Sicily map; (B): from a detail of the Scotland map; (C): from a detail of the Susa map.
Contrast is a more subjective parameter; therefore, it is necessary to consider the quality of the raster image in order to achieve an effect similar to the original paper in terms of the three most important features of color: hue, saturation and value. If an adequate 3D effect for relief-form visualizations is to be achieved, the level of contrast is related to enhancing grayness for the shaded mountain slopes and valley sides. Figure 7 presents three contrast values, with value 20 and 40 appearing to be more favorable than the maximum value of 100. A similar process using appropriate data, map projections, and control points was then carried out for the other two landscape fragments.

4. Results

In the process of creating the final perspective visualization, the author focused on a complementary selection of appropriate perspective parameters: the variable of vertical scaling factor (vertical exaggeration) and slope exposition, and exposure of the cartographic image surface for the suggestive whole representation of land relief. Due to the high similarity of the map of Sicily and the map of Scotland in natural landscape colors, the author used observations and photographs taken from observation points on-site to aid the process (Figure 8).

Considering the variations of parameters demonstrated above, in the context of both naturalness and suggestiveness of relief-form representation on the water-colored topographic maps, to create a 3D model the following values were adopted: vertical scaling = 4; illumination: azimuth 315° = NW, altitude 45°, and contrast 40%. For a correct comprehensive interpretation of the relief for the entire area in 3D view, three visualizations were prepared, using the same parameters (Figure 9). The author used the possibility of smooth rendering with a computer mouse button for setting the bird’s-eye view: the height of the observation point, range of the field of vision, and the slope and rotation of the cartographic image plane [31]. In general, each of the three cartographic images (along with previously selected versions of parameters presented above for the map of Sicily) was slightly inclined towards the viewer (to the right) by approximately 20°.

5. Discussion

The research path suggested here was based on three non-cartometric cartographic images with favorable layouts of main relief forms. The fragment of the map of Sicily includes high mountains in the north, and valleys lowering towards the south east. In this case, watercolor banding with multi-color and multi-shade spotting and stippling, and blotting in gray make an excellent match with the parameters selected to highlight the 3D effect. The relief of the map of Scotland is generally lowering southwards with wide valleys; however, massive elevations at the bottom of the sheet near longer multi-color and multi-shade spotting may evoke slight visual discomfort. On the map of Susa, neither high mountain ridges in the north and west, nor a broad valley (along with the tree pattern on mountain slopes) distorts the image perception. The peak with mountain ridges in the south east with slopes directed northwards may cause difficulties with visual interpretation. Thus, when dealing with historical maps in water-based media, one needs to consider limitations that result from digital transformation of the paper map to the 3D model [15]. With the modern panoramas created at present, the problem is minimized by rigorous geometric distortions in favor of readability and the illustrative aspect.

A remaining issue is the establishment of the lowest possible number of contour lines required to create an adequate GRID DTM to match the non-cartometric topographic map. This will have a direct impact on the parameter variants in the 3D model to best represent the artistic water-color relief representation. If one compares the number and density of contour lines on the modern map, one can observe a great reduction in the number of contour lines used for creating the DRID model. The smaller contour interval has been replaced by an approach using river-valley framing and mountain ridge/domineering mountain-peaks framing. When it comes to drawing (digitizing) contour lines along rivers, based on maps from the sixteenth to the eighteenth century, one needs to consider the
graphical manner of showing excessive ‘meandering’ of the river [32]. Those small meanders on the map should not be taken into account in the process of vectorization of contour lines in river valleys (Figure 4C). Thus, in the contour-line vectorization stage, the initial comparative analysis of the river course on the historical non-cartometric map and the modern map, becomes significant.

The order of variations of parameters for the historical water-colored map may also be subject to discussion, because in the line of study suggested in this research, cartographic rules were prioritized. Therefore, the author focused on subjective esthetic feelings and sensations, which are a lot more difficult to verify and are more individualized. The fact that users of interactive atlases have tools for any changes in parameters of 2D and 3D views on the monitor allows users to select the visualization that suits them best [33], and it is useful to give them an appropriate starting point and some guidance.

What is becoming more and more significant is the subjective evaluation of the esthetics of the topographic image in relation to the natural landscape [34], which does not need to go hand in hand with a high effectiveness of interpreting mutual volume relationships of relief forms. For instance, on the one hand, high contrast highlights the most significant features for larger valleys and mountain ridges. On the other hand, such contrast does not allow one to notice the morphology of small forms [35,36]. High contrast is, however, appreciated in designing map symbols that are supposed to be seen in the context of the entire map content.

6. Conclusions

To summarize this analysis, one may conclude that water-based media offered an opportunity to represent relief suggestively and landscape realistically. Focusing on the discussed sophisticated painterly means of expression, the author concludes that the appropriate application of cartographic rules and the complementary selection of measurable geodata parameters becomes a decisive factor when it comes to the creation of 3D visualizations from historical non-cartometric topographic maps. The rules for drawing contour lines should be applied, but along with the generalization of a necessary number of them, adequate for banding with multi-color and multi-shade spotting and stippling, and spotting or blotting in gray by brush, using water media (Indian ink, bistre, and wash). The vectorization of contour lines suggested here was based on the analysis of topography on the historical and modern maps. The image of the historical map was registered in the graphical layout with no georeference to the standard modern spatial system, because such georeference would distort the graphical means of expression. On the other hand, the adequate transformation of the image to the 3D model, based on vectorized contour lines, adjusts any distortions of the appropriate perception of the artistry in the water-colored image [37].

Generally speaking, the parameters of the non-cartometric topographic image in a 3D model can be selected in turn; however, what matters is to maintain their complementarity, as their effects will interact. On the basis of several parameter variants, the following parameter recommendations are as follows: vertical scaling = 4, illumination: azimuth $315^\circ$ = NW, altitude $45^\circ$, contrast 40% (Figures 4–7). Those parameters work well for creating the general static 3D visualization for the perception of relief features, particularly with a bird’s-eye view. On the other hand, the location of the observation point for the bird’s-eye view and the rotation of the map surface, are subject to the individual manual action of the designer and an intention to balance the artistry and the measurability of the land-relief representation. In the case of these three watercolor maps, for a favorable overall perception of the relief (suggestive and close to landscape naturalness), the author proposes a gentle tilt and clockwise rotation of the topographic image surface, and an appropriate distance for the observation point (Figure 9).

The limitations on creating the fully renderable 3D models for topographic images in the painterly style result from the existing shading of mountain slopes and valley sides on the north-western side. Hence, the best effect in terms of suggestiveness in perceiving the
landscape naturalness, characterizes a static 3D-visualization that resembles professional panoramas of mountain landscapes, created in artificial perspectives [38]. In the research, it is also recommended that a cartographic rule is applied that says that the mountains should be located further toward the top part of the view, whereas valleys and the entire area should be lowered in the direction of the viewer, who is located in the lower part.

Considering the high artistic and documenting value of topographic works from the eighteenth century, the establishment of parameters for interactive rendering of 3D models remains the issue for further research, as each work has its own individual use of artistic application of water-based media. The features of water-colored visualizations for the construction of suggestive and natural 3D visualizations presented here may be of great importance for the construction of scientific visualizations explaining the variability of phenomena on topographic scales since the eighteenth century.
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